surface 'the fragments of a greater language' 1 or 'Ursprache'. An interesting parallel is suggested by Sestigiani between the linguistic state of humans in the Garden of Eden and the Aboriginal people's 'inscribing their language directly on to their place' before encountering colonialism, by quoting J.M.Jacobs' Uncanny Australia:
Sacredness and Identity in a Postcolonial Nation. 2 According to the latter, the
Aboriginal idea of the land as 'the creation of the ancestral beings who journeyed across it' and their belief that 'features of the landscape are signs, both of people and of the embodiment of spiritual forces' imply that 'aboriginal languages never had to put up with the notion of the arbitrary signifier-signified relation'. 'all his writing is an attempt to achieve that state of perfect correspondence against the whole of our cultural history(..) Malouf distinguishes in art, the task of the restorer of the magic correspondence of language. Like Benjamin, he is in turn the philosopher, the translator and the writer.' Ovid's eyes shifts from depicting 'a vast page whose tongue' he is 'unable to decipher'
and 'whose message' he is 'unable to interpret', to one which slowly starts to make sense when the main character abandons, in Sestigiani's words, 'the masterful but ironically detached attitude towards life and language that he had acquired in Rome.' I do agree with her that 'colonialism is founded on delusion'. 
